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Markets in brief 

 U.S. dollar dropped along with safe-haven assets, while the Chinese yuan rose as 

markets reacted positively to reports that trade talks might resume.  

 Australian dollar got a double boost to get closer back to $0.72 level: first, from 

optimism on U.S.-Sino talks, and second from an upbeat jobs report. 

 Euro traders will be closely watching ECB’s policy decision today at 14:45 LT, that 

will be followed by a press conference at 15:30 LT. 

 British pound firmed above $1.30 level on Brexit deal hopes. Today’s focus would  
be BoE’s policy decision and minutes at 14:00 LT. Although a “no change” decision 

is widely expected, traders will monitor any mention for Brexit developments. 

 Turkish lira traded higher before central bank’s decision. 

 Oil prices dipped reversed earlier strong gains as demand concerns resurfaced. 

 U.S. stocks ended mixed yesterday. The Dow rose slightly on renewed hopes of 

trade talks, while the Nasdaq dropped led by Apple shares. 

 Asian shares gained a breather today as markets calmed with slight trade optimism. 

 

U.S.-China trade talks revived 

The U.S. is trying to de-escalate trade friction with China. Treasury Secretary Steven 
Mnuchin recently reached out to Beijing to propose another round of talks, people 

familiar said, which would probably take place in Washington.  

Central banks meetings 

ECB The ECB's biggest challenge will be to communicate that its policy trajectory 

remains the same as in June. No major changes are expected to the inflation estimates.  

BoE Britain’s central bank looks set to keep interest rates on hold on Thursday, giving 
the economy time to digest August’s increase in borrowing costs, which was only the 

second such move by the Bank of England in the decade since the financial crisis. 

Turkey Turkey's central bank may raise the one-week repo rate by 325 basis points to 
21% after inflation sped up to 17.9% in August and officials vowed to take action to stem 
the calamitous decline in the lira. The big question is not how the currency will respond, 

but how President Erdogan will react. 

Optimism over a Brexit deal remains 

The EU is gambling that concessions by Theresa May on the Irish border will help seal a 
Brexit deal in November. The bloc's diplomats said the U.K. team has indicated it could 
do so after next month's Conservative Party conference. Trouble is, that meeting is also 
shaping up as a deadline for May to back down from her proposal before hard-line Tory 

Brexiteers try to oust her. 
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 TIME (LT) EVENT FCAST PRIOR 

GBP 2:01 UK RICS House Price Balance 2.00% 4.00% 

AUD 4:30 AU Employment Change 16.5k -3.9k 

AUD 4:30 AU Unemployment Rate 5.30% 5.30% 

GBP 14:00 BoE Rate Decision 0.75% 0.75% 

GBP 14:00 BoE Asset Purchase 435B 435B 

GBP 14:00 BoE Rate Votes 0-0-9 9-0-0 

EUR 14:45 ECB Rate Decision 0.00% 0.00% 

EUR 15:30 ECB Press Conference   

USD 15:30 US Initial Jobless Claims 210K 203K 

USD 15:30 US CPI MoM 0.30% 0.20% 

USD 15:30 US Core CPI MoM 0.20% 0.20% 

USD 21:00 US Federal Budget Balance -169.8B -76.9B 

     

     

     

In focus today  

 

The US dollar came under pressure and the Chinese yuan held 
gains on Thursday after a report that Washington was seeking 
a new round of trade talks with Beijing reduced safe-haven 
demand for the U.S. currency. The dollar index against a basket 
of six major currencies stood little changed at 94.916 .DXY after 
declining about 0.5% the previous day. The greenback fell after the 
Wall Street Journal reported on Wednesday that senior U.S. officials 
led by Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin had sent invitations to 
their counterparts in Beijing proposing another round of bilateral 
trade talks. China's yuan rose 0.3% to 6.8450 per dollar in offshore 
trade on Wednesday on the renewed hopes for U.S.-China trade 
discussions. Data on Wednesday showing that U.S. producer prices 
fell in August for the first time in 1-1/2 years also weighed on the 

dollar. 

The British pound steadied near $1.30 level before Bank of 
England policy meeting today. The pound currency edged up the 
previous day after Brexit-supporting lawmakers in British Prime 
Minister Theresa May's party publicly pledged support for her to 
stay in power. The Bank of England is expected to keep interest 
rates on hold on Thursday, giving the economy time to digest 
August’s increase in borrowing costs, which was only the second 

such move in the decade since the financial crisis.  

Euro traders will be also waiting for European Central Bank’s 
meeting later in the day. The ECB is all but certain to keep policy 
unaltered, making only nuanced changes to its guidance to stay on 
course to end bond purchases this year and raise interest rates next 
autumn. The euro was flat at $1.1627 after edging up 0.2% 

overnight. 

The Australian dollar, seen as a liquid proxy of China-related 
trades as well as a barometer of risk sentiment, was steady at 
$0.7179 after surging 0.7% overnight. The Aussie was given an 
additional lift after Thursday’s stronger-than-expected Australian 

employment data for August. 

Turkey's lira traded higher before central bank decision. It had 
slumped to a record low 7.2400 in mid-August, raising investor 
expectations for the country's central bank to tighten monetary 

policy and arrest the currency's slide. 

Oil prices fell, reversing some of the strong gains from the 
previous session, as economic concerns raised doubts about 
ongoing fuel demand growth. The falls came on the back of a 
potential slowdown in fuel demand growth because of trade 
disputes between the United States and China as well as emerging 

market turmoil. 
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U.S. stocks ended mixed yesterday. The Dow and S&P 500 
ended slightly higher on Wednesday after news of a fresh 
round of U.S.-China trade talks, while the Nasdaq fell following 
a decline in Apple as it unveiled larger iPhones but made just 
minor changes to its offerings. The Trump administration has 
reached out to China for a new round of trade talks as it prepares to 
activate punitive U.S. tariffs on $200 billion worth of Chinese goods, 
according to two people familiar with the matter. Trade-sensitive 
stocks rose, including Boeing, up 2.4%. Apple shares were down 
1.2%. The company also unveiled health-oriented watches based 
on the design of current models. Shares of fitness device rival Fitbit 
Inc fell 6.9 while shares of Garmin Ltd lost some earlier gains and 
were flat after the launch of Apple’s latest Apple Watch. The S&P 
technology index was down 0.5%, reversing Tuesday’s gains, with 
fears of further deregulation also hurting Apple as well as social 
media names. The Philadelphia Semiconductor index was down 
1.2% after Goldman Sachs became the latest brokerage to warn of 
lower prices for memory chips due to an oversupply of DRAM and 
NAND chips. Micron slid 4.3%, while Applied Materials was down 
2%. Financial shares lost ground with 10-year bond yields. The S&P 

financial index was down 0.9%. 

Asian shares won a reprieve on Thursday as news the Trump 
administration has reached out to China for a new round of 
trade talks raised hopes a deal could be struck in the bitter tariff 
dispute between the world's two biggest economies. MSCI's 
broadest index of Asia-Pacific shares outside Japan inched 0.2% 
higher in early trade, a day after it hit 14-month lows, while Japan's 
Nikkei gained 0.98%. China’s benchmark stock indexes jumped 
over 1% at one point but quickly pared gains. The benchmark 
Shanghai Composite index was up just 0.1% at the midday break, 
after ending at its lowest close since January 2016 on Wednesday, 

with investors bracing for the activation of more U.S. tariffs. 

Gulf stock markets mostly fell on Wednesday as a plunge by 
loss-making construction firm Drake & Scull dampened Dubai 
and a late wave of selling in Saudi Arabian banks dragged 
down that market. Dubai’s index fell 0.8% as Drake & Scull 
plunged its 10% daily limit to a record low of 0.405 dirham, bringing 
its losses this year to 82%. The company said shareholders would 
meet on Sept. 27 to decide whether to dissolve the company, under 
an article of United Arab Emirates company law requiring firms to 
vote on whether they should continue operating if their accumulated 

losses have reached half of issued share capital. 

Major Company News 

 Six major Web and Internet service companies, including Apple, are to 
detail their consumer data privacy practices to a U.S. Senate panel on 

Sept. 26, raising the spectre of the possibility of stricter regulation.  

 CEO Elon Musk tweeted that the company is getting overwhelmed by 
demand and isn't responding to customers quickly enough. Justin 
McAnear, VP of worldwide finance and operation, became the latest 
senior exec to leave, people familiar said. To top it off, the company's 
race to secure lithium for batteries could be slowed by possible mining

-project delays in Western Australia.  

 Hershey Co said on Wednesday it would buy Pirate Brands from B&G 
Foods Inc for $420 million in an all-cash deal, giving the chocolate 
maker rights to snack brands such as Pirate’s Booty, Smart Puffs and 

Original Tings. 
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U.S. invites China to trade talks as tariffs loom: WH adviser 

(Reuters) The Trump administration has invited Chinese 
officials to restart trade talks, the White House's top economic 
adviser said on Wednesday, as Washington prepares to 
escalate the U.S.-China trade war with tariffs on $200 billion 
worth of Chinese goods. Larry Kudlow, who heads the White 
House Economic Council, told Fox Business Network that U.S. 
Treasury Sec. Steven Mnuchin had sent an invitation to senior 
Chinese officials, but he declined to provide further details. 
"There’s some discussions and information that we received 
that the Chinese government – the top of the Chinese 
government wished to pursue talks," Kudlow said. "And so, Sec 
Mnuchin, who is the team leader with China, has apparently 
issued an invitation." Two people familiar with the effort said 
Mnuchin's invitation was sent to his Chinese counterparts, 
including Vice Premier Liu He, the top economic adviser to 
Chinese President Xi Jinping, for talks in coming weeks. 

EU sees eleventh-hour Irish border move to unlock Brexit 

(Bloomberg) The EU is gambling on U.K. Prime Minister 
Theresa May making concessions on the contentious issue of 
the Irish border after her party’s annual conference next month 
to pave the way for a Brexit deal in November, according to EU 
diplomats. EU officials are starting to redraft the language on 
the so-called Irish “backstop,” in an attempt to make it more 
acceptable to the U.K. But the British side will also need to 
make concessions, and EU diplomats said the U.K. team has 
indicated that it would be ready to do so once the Conservative 
Party conference is out of the way in early October. Party 
conference is already shaping up to be a difficult moment for 
May, who faces opposition from within her party over her Brexit 
policy. British officials’ hints that they could be ready to accept 
a compromise on the border issue after the conference is what 
has led to a change in tone from the European side in recent 
weeks, diplomats said. There is now "inexorable momentum" 
toward a deal, according to one of the diplomats. 

Some U.S. businesses postponing investment: Fed 

(Reuters) U.S. businesses have scaled back or postponed 
investments in several parts of the country due to concerns 
about international trade tensions, the Federal Reserve said on 
Wednesday. The U.S. central bank also said in its Beige Book 
report that the effects of tariffs appeared to be modest, though 
they were boosting input prices, particularly among 
manufacturers. The report, a snapshot of the economy gleaned 
from discussions with business contacts in the Fed's 12 
districts, detailed business worries about the Trump 
administration's trade war with China and simmering tensions 
with other major trading partners.  

Australia added twice as many jobs than expected 

(Business Insider Australia) Australian employment data for 
August comfortably beat expectations. There were 44,000 jobs 
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added in seasonally adjusted terms, against a forecast gain of 
18,000. The participation rate edged higher by 0.2%age points 
to 65.7%, which meant the unemployment rate held steady at 
5.3%. Gains were driven by another increase in full-time 
employment, which rose by 33,700 in seasonally adjusted 
terms. Part-time employment rose by 10,200. August’s 
increase left the total number of employed persons at 12.631 
million, a new record high. 

U.S. producer prices post first drop in one-and-a-half years 

(Reuters) U.S. producer prices unexpectedly fell in August, 
recording their first drop in 1-1/2 years, as declines in the prices 
of food and a range of trade services offset an increase in the 
cost of energy products. Despite the surprise weakness in 
producer prices reported by the Labor Department on 
Wednesday, overall inflation is steadily rising, driven by a 
tightening labor market and robust economy. The producer 
price index for final demand slipped 0.1% last month after 
being unchanged in July. August's fall in the PPI was the first 
since February 2017. That further lowered the annual increase 
in the PPI to 2.8% from 3.3% in July. 

UK house prices steady, sales weakest in five months: 
RICS 

(Reuters) House prices in London fell last month at the fastest 
pace since April but there were strong gains away from 
southern England, giving a broadly flat picture overall, the 
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors said on Thursday. The 
RICS said its monthly national house price balance edged 
down to +2 in August from July's six-month high of +4, in line 
with average expectations in a Reuters poll of economists. 
London has been the hardest-hit property market in the United 
Kingdom since 2016's Brexit vote, with appetite for expensive 
city center housing damaged by concern about financial 
services jobs after Brexit and higher purchase taxes. The 
prospect of higher interest rates was a further concern, RICS 
said, after the Bank of England raised rates in August for only 
the second time in a decade and said it was on course to raise 
rates gradually. 

Apple iPhones get bigger and pricier 

(Reuters) Apple Inc introduced its largest-ever iPhone and a 
watch that detects heart problems on Wednesday in an attempt 
to get customers to upgrade to more expensive devices in the 
face of stagnant global demand for smartphones. The strategy 
has been successful, helping Apple’s stock to rise more than 
30% this year and making it the first publicly traded U.S. 
company to hit a market value of more than $1 trillion. Apple’s 
new iPhone XS, pronounced “ten S,” has a 5.8-inch (14.7-cm) 
screen, and will be sold at a starting price of $999. The XS 
Max, the largest iPhone to date and one of the biggest on the 
market, has a 6.5-inch (16.5-cm) screen, and will start selling at 
$1,099. 
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This document is for information purposes only and does not take account of the specific circumstances of any recipient. The information 
contained herein does not constitute the provision of investment advice. It is not intended to be and should not be construed as a 
recommendation, offer or solicitation to acquire, or dispose of, any of the financial instruments mentioned in this document and will not 
form the basis or a part of any contract or commitment whatsoever.  

The information in this document is based on data obtained from sources believed by Bank of Beirut to be reliable and in good faith, but no 
representations, guarantees or warranties are made by Bank of Beirut with regard to accuracy, completeness or suitability of the data. The 
opinions and estimates contained herein reflect the current judgment of the author (s) on the data of this document and are subject to 
change without notice. The opinions do not necessarily correspond to the opinions of Bank of Beirut. Bank of Beirut does not have an 
obligation to update, modify or amend this document or to otherwise notify a reader thereof in the event that any matter stated herein, or 
any opinion, projection, forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate.  

The past performance of financial instruments is not indicative of future results. No assurance can be given that any opinion described 
herein would yield favorable investment results. Any forecasts discussed in this document may not be achieved due to multiple risk factors 
including without limitation market volatility, sector volatility, corporate actions, the unavailability of complete and accurate information and/
or the subsequent transpiration that underlying assumptions made by other sources relied upon in the document were inapposite.  

Neither Bank of Beirut nor any of its respective directors, officers or employees accepts any responsibility or liability whatsoever for any 
expense, loss or damages arising out of or in any way connected with the use of all or any part of this document.  

This document is for the use of the addressees only and may not be reproduced, redistributed or passed on to any other person or 
published, in whole or in part, for any purpose, without the prior, written consent of Bank of Beirut. The manner of distributing this 
document may be restricted by law or regulation in certain countries, including the United States. Persons into whose possession this 
document may come are required to inform themselves about and to observe such restrictions. By accepting this document, a recipient 
hereof agrees to be bound by the foregoing limitations. 
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